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1
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR

DYNAMICALLY OBSCURING ADDRESSES

IN IPV6

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to network and

transport layer addressing of packets over the Internet and
more particularly to techniques for obscuring packet

addresses to achieve anonymity and to protect against net-
work attacks.

2. Background Description
The Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) was developed as

a solution to the rapidly depleting Internet Protocol version

4 ([Pv4) address space. Addresses were expected to deplete
so quickly that the White House issued a mandate directing

all government agencies to transition their backbones to
IPv6 by Jun. 30, 2008. Technologies such as Network

Address Translation (NAT) allow multiple users to share a
single public IPv4 address and have staved off the need for

immediate transition. Yet, many of the IPv4 address space

expansion mechanisms such as NATare incompatible with
emerging technologies. Two full years after the initial 2008

deadline, the Internet community once again finds itself
facing the threat of an Internet Protocol (IP) address short-

age. Despite its impending deployment, a large portion of
the community is still unfamiliar with IPv6. A brief over-

view of some of the main features of IPv6 follows, together

with some background on how addresses are determined in
IPv6.

Features of IPV6

The address space of IPv6 is much larger than that of

IPv4. Where IPv4 allocated 32 bits for the address portion of

a packet, IPv6 allocates 128 bits. This equates to approxi-
mately 5x107° addresses for every one of the 6.8 billion

people in the world. The 4.3 billion addresses provided by
IPv4 is not even enough for one address per person. In

today’s Internet age, it is not uncommonfor a person to have
multiple devices connected to the Internet.

Larger address space wasnot the only improvement made

in IPv6. The header format was simplified. Unused fields
were removed and the header length in IPv6 wasfixed to 40

bytes. Another improvement was movingthe options out of
the header. Options are now located in the payload section

of the IPv6 packet.It also provides space for the defining of
new options. The addition of flow labels was also incorpo-

rated into IPv6. Flow labels allow traflic to be classified and

potentially handled differently at the network layer. Finally,
IPv6 integrates authentication and encryption into the pro-

tocol. When IPv4 was designed and defined, security was
not addressed. As Internet commerce and secure communi-

cations became critical to maintain users’ security and
privacy on the Internet, Internet Protocol Security (IPsec)

was developed. Since IPsec was developed after IPv4 was

implemented, it became a layer 3.5 protocol, requiring
additional overhead and processing. Integrating IPsec func-

tions within IPv6 means that the entire operation can be
performed at layer 3. This adds efficiency by increasing

throughput and eliminating the need to store the packet
during processing.

IPv6 has increased address space. However, the large

address space has the potential to add a significant admin-
istrative burden. In an effort to mitigate this burden, IPv6

designers included a methodfor hosts to configure their own
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2
addresses. This technique, referred to as StateLess Address

Auto Configuration (SLAAC)is discussed in the following

section.

Automatic Addressing in IPV6
A new network address configuration architecture is

included in IPv6 to simplify network administration. The
two parts that make up this mechanism are a Neighbor

Discovery Protocol (NDP) and SLAAC. These twopieces

together allow a node to self-determine its IP address. NDP
is the IPv6 replacement for the Address Resolution Protocol

(ARP).It facilitates nodes within a particular subnet learn-
ing of other nodes on the link using the Internet Control

Message Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) messages. For
example, a NDP router advertisement provides a host with

the network portion of the address to configure the first 64

bits of its IPv6 address. For the last 64 bits, the node
automatically configures an address, designated as the inter-

face identifier (HD) of the address. The final step combines
the 64-bit network address 110 with the 64-bit host address

120, the Interface Identifier (IID) field, to form a complete
128-bit IPv6 address as shown in FIG.1.

The Neighbor Discovery Protocol and SLAAC eliminate

the need for the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) addressing services currently implemented on the

majority of IPv4 networks. DHCP implements a client-
server architecture in which a DHCP server assigns

addresses to clients and keeps track of which addresses have
been assigned to particular clients. DHCP has also been

implemented in IPv6 in the fowl of Dynamic Host Configu-

ration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6). The sparse address
space and the ease of address auto-configuration make

DHCPv6 addressing an unnecessary service. The extra
expense and network complexity involved in DHCP

addressing have been removed with NDPandstateless IPv6

addressing.
Deterministic IID

As mentioned above, the IID is automatically configured
by the host. The current default implementation of SLAAC

on most operating systems provides an IID that is determin-
istic across networks. The IID 120 makesup the last 64 bits

of the IPv6 address and is automatically configured by the

host based upon the Media Access Control (MAC) address
of its network interface device. This is accomplished by

extending the 48-bit MAC address to 64 bits through the
64-bit Extended Unique Identifier (EUI-64) format. The

EUI-64 format splits the 48-bit MAC address 210 into two
24-bit halves, 220 and 230. The 16-bit hex value OxFFFE

240 is inserted between the two halves to form a 64-bit

address 260. Also, the universal/local flag 250, located at bit
seven of the 64-bit host portion, is set to 1 to indicate

universal scope. This processis illustrated in FIG. 2.
Like any new protocol, flaws are inherentin the design of

IPv6. In particular, hosts configuring their own addresses
can lead to a compromise of an IPv6 user’s privacy and

security. There is a need to overcome this design flaw in

IPv6.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
a method for protecting host configured Internet addresses,

as used in IPv6, from compromising user privacy and
security.

The invention, hereafter called Moving Target IPv6

Defense and abbreviated as “MT6D”, dynamically obscures
network and transport layer addresses of packets to achieve

anonymity, including authentication privacy, as well as
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protection against tracking andtraffic correlation. This is an
improvement of prior static approaches where, once they
have been assigned, addresses remain constant until a net-
work session is terminated. Additionally, this technique of
the invention protects against certain classes of network
attacks including but not limited to address-based denial of
service, replay, session hijacking, and man-in-the-middle
attacks. The invention enables a host to automatically con-
figure its obscured addresses. The invention also enables a
host to determine the obscured addresses of those hosts it
communicates with without outside involvement. The limi-
tations ofprior art efforts to dynamically obscure addresses
are overcome by combining both intrusion protection with
anonymity, avoiding the use of a separate managementunit
outside the host for distribution of obscured addresses, as
well as enabling operation without renegotiation or re-
authentication whenever an address changes.

The technology of the invention also enables hosts to
compute addresses based on a set of parameters. This
provides more entropy in address selection as well as more
seamless communications compared to alternative
approaches, such as those that rely on a managementunit to
issue addresses to an enclave from a pool. Further, the
invention also enables encryption of the packet payload to
prevent traffic correlation. The technology of the invention
can be implemented embedded on a host device or as a
connected gateway device and requires negligible configu-
ration and is therefore transparent to hosts. The invention
has numerous applications ranging from hosts desiring to
keep their locations private to hosts conducting sensitive
communications.
An aspect of the invention is a method and system for

obscuring network andtransport layer addresses in commu-
nication between two hosts under IPv6. The invention
rotates packet addresses based upon a frequently changing
nonce known only to the two communicating hosts. The
address rotation interval is preferably no smaller than twice
the single-trip time of a packet sent between the two hosts,
and yet is small enough to prevent traffic correlation.
Addresses can be rotated mid-session without disrupting the
ongoing session. Further, the invention dynamically
obscures port numbers of the sending and receiving hosts,
and dynamically masks the subnets of the communicating
hosts. In a further aspect of the invention each packet is
encrypted using a symmetric key known only by the two
communicating hosts.

It is also an aspect of the invention to obscure the packet
address when the nonce changes, using a set of parameters.
For example, the packet address can be computed as a
functional combination of three values: a value specific to
the host; a secret value known only to the two communi-
cating hosts; and the value of the changing nonce when the
packet is sent. The secret value can be a symmetric key, and
the changing nonce can be derived from a timestamp. Also,
the symmetric key can be regenerated dynamically to ensure
that the keys are not static. The functional combination can
be obtained by concatenating the three values and hashing
the concatenation. Another aspect of the invention is that
each host is able to predict packet addresses being used by
the other communicating host without handshaking. A fur-

ther aspect of the invention is to vary address rotation times
for different host pairs for increased security and scalability.

Yet another aspect of the invention is the ability to maintain
anonymity of authenticated traffic by tunneling authenti-

cated packets within MT6D.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed
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4
description of a preferred embodimentofthe invention with

reference to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram of the 128 bit address format of IPv6.

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing how a 64-bit Extended
Unique Identifier is constructed from a MAC address.

FIG. 3A is a schematic showing how a network attacker
would view two communicating hosts using the invention;

FIG.3B is a schematic showing the actual network configu-

ration for the invention.
FIG.4 is a diagram showing an exemplar transport layer

protocol header format for use by the invention.
FIG. 5 showsan original IPv6 header tunneled within an

MT6D packet, with the original and source destination
addresses removed to prevent address tracking and reduce

overhead.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are schematics showing encrypted and
unencrypted tunneled packets, respectively.

FIGS. 7A and 7B are schematics showing original and
encapsulated versions of authenticated IPv6 packets, respec-

tively.
FIG. 8 is a diagram of the MT6Darchitecture for a single

host.

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram for the MT6D encapsulator.
FIG. 10 is a flow diagram for the MT6D decapsulator.

FIG. 11A is a flow diagram for operation of the invention;
FIG.11B is a conceptual flow diagram showing operation of

the invention; FIG. 11C is a conceptual flow diagram
showing change of the symmetric key.

FIG. 12A is a schematic showing the invention embedded

on a host device in software; FIG. 12B is a schematic
showing the invention implemented as a stand-alone gate-

way device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Related Work
Moving Target IPv6 Defense (“MT6D”) involves

dynamic address obscuration. There have been other pro-
posals that also attempt to obscure network addresses. There

are those that obscure network addresses for the purpose of
privacy and those that obscure addresses to prevent certain

classes of network attacks. We present the most relevant

proposals and discuss how MT6D differs.
A technique disclosed in U.S. Patent Publication No.

2010/0042513 to Sheymovis also designed with the goal of
dynamic obscuration. Instead of focusing strictly on

addresses, Sheymovdefines cyber coordinates. Cyber coor-
dinates can represent any piece of information in cyber

space, to include network addresses. Sheymov’s objective

behind dynamic obscuration is to provide intrusion protec-
tion from certain classes of network attacks. MT6D also

prevents these same types ofnetwork attacks. The additional
benefit MT6D provides is anonymity. Anonymity is not a

goal of Sheymov and his design does not provide it. Shey-
mov uses the Domain Name System (DNS) to assign

permanent namesto devices. These names are attached to

dynamic cyber coordinates, or addresses. An attacker may
have difficulty pinpointing the dynamic addressto attack the

host, but will have little problem correlating trafic from and
to the host using a particular DNS name.

Another advantage MT6D has over Sheymov’s methodis
in how dynamic addresses are determined. In Sheymov’s

method, dynamic addresses are created and distributed from

a management unit. The managementunit presents an addi-
tional attack vector. In MT6D, addresses are calculated on

demand by the MT6D hosts. There is no need for a man-
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agement unit. Any host in a communicating pair, can cal-
culate both the obscured source and destination addresses

for every packet sent.

Kewley et al. “(Dynamic approaches to thwart adversary
intelligence gathering”, at Darpa Information Survivability

Conference and Exposition, 2001) also proposed a technique
for dynamically obscuring host addresses called Dynamic

Network Address Translation (DYNAT). Like MT6D,
DYNAT obscures both network and transport layer

addresses. MT6D improves upon DYNATin a couple of

ways. First, MT6D rotates addresses regardless of the state
of ongoing sessions. With DYNAT, address obscuration is

only possible between sessions. The second advantage is
that MT6D hosts purge stale addresses. DYNAT allows

previously used addresses to resolve. Previously used
addresses can be used by adversaries to attack target sys-

tems.

USS. Pat. No. 7,043,633 to Fink et al. (“Fink”) discloses
a technique for dynamically obscuring host addresses called

Adaptive Self-Synchronized Dynamic Address Translation
(ASD). ASD is similar to MT6D in that its objective is to

hide the location of communicating hosts. It does this by
rotating the symmetric keys used to encrypt source and

destination addresses. Symmetric keys are established

through a handshake process between a trusted sender and
receiver enclave. When a symmetric key expires, the

enclaves again enter into a key exchange handshake opera-
tion. An enclave, in its preferred embodiment, encompasses

a subnet. Obscured addresses are selected from those avail-
able to the ASD enclave. The idea of having an enclave of

available addresses was also used with DYNAT.

MT6D improves upon ASD by basing address rotation on
a frequently changing nonce (in MT6D’spreferred embodi-

ment, derived from a timestamp) instead of a rotating
session key. This allows MT6D hosts to communicate

without the need to reauthenticate each time an address

rotates. Additionally, MT6D hostsare better suited to change
addresses more often. In MT6D, hosts are able to predict

each other’s addresses resulting in a more seamless, effi-
cient, and transparent session. Another key issue with hosts

having to reauthenticate is that these communications mini-
mally give away the identity of the trusted enclaves com-

municating. In MT6D, once the system has been boot-

strapped, there is no need for an authentication handshake to
occur each time the address is rotated, which provides

further protection for communicating hosts. Additionally,
MT6D leverages the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)

capability provided by NDP in IPv6. This results in the
capability for MT6D to be implemented on a single host

instead of as part of an enclave.

A weakness of both Sheymov’s method and ASD is that
they do not prevent traffic correlation. Both of these tech-

niques concentrate on obscuring fields in the packet header,
but not the payload. Packet payloads can be pieced together

to discern information about the communicating hosts. In
the preferred embodiment of MT6D,the packet payload is

encrypted along with the header information to prevent both

tracking and correlation. DYNAT claims to prevent traffic
correlation, but attackers can use fields from the Transmis-

sion Control Protocol (TCP) header, such as sequence
number, for traffic correlation. A weakness of all three

schemes related to MT6D is that they have no method of
masking the subnet of the communicating hosts. A third

party sniffing a sparsely populated network can, with rea-

sonable accuracy, pinpoint the hosts implementing the
obscuration technique. Thisis particularly easy for the third

party if a particular sender is the only host on a subnet
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6
communicating with a receiver on another subnet. MT6D

provides a solution for this with Dynamic Subnet Obscura-

tion (DSO).

US. Pat. No. 6,502,135 to Munger et al. (“Munger”)

discloses a method for establishing secure communication

link between computers of virtual private network called

Tunneled Agile Routing Protocol (TARP). TARP obscures

addresses by tunneling encrypted packets through aseries of

TARP routers. Although addresses do not change mid-

session, each packet may be tunneled through a different

series of TARP routers. Each packet is encrypted beneath

multiple encryption layers and undergoes a minimum num-

ber of hops to preventtraffic correlation. Any TARP router

is capable of determining the final packet destination.

MT6Ddiffers from TARP in a number of ways. First,

address obscuration in MT6D occurs mid-session without

the use of encryption. This reduces the overhead andlatency

required to operate MT6D. Even when MT6Dusesencryp-

tion to protect the packet header and payload, only one layer

of encryption is required. Another advantage of MT6D is

that there is no requirement for a global trust model. Keys
exist only between communicating end hosts. With TARP,

all TARP routers must trust each other. A compromised

TARProuter is able to track the destination address ofall
packets passing throughit.

TARProuters are able to change their network addresses,
but must do so by notifying all other TARProuters. This

notification puts the identity of TARP routers at risk, par-
ticularly if there are compromised TARP routers in the

network. To allow this communication, all TARP routers

also maintain an unchangeable address, which further puts
the TARPnetworkat risk. MT6D does not require the use of

any static addresses. Additionally, hosts are able to predict
each other’s addresses without the need for any exchange of

packets.

MT6Dalso differs in that it can be implemented on a per
host basis. This minimizes the risk of packets being com-

promised before encapsulation. TARPis installed on routers,
which assumes no comprised hosts within the trusted net-

work. A compromised host inside the TARP trusted network
would be able to observe communications prior to any

encryption being applied. Another difference is that TARP

routers can be targeted for attack. By launching a denial of
service against a TARP router, an attacker can effectively

deny service to all hosts on the subnet. MT6D devices use
only the obscured address, which frequently rotates. If an

attacker locates and attacks a MT6D address, the attack can
last for at most the length of time between address changes.

Two other proposals obscure addresses to achieve ano-

nymity. The two proposals are privacy extensions and Cryp-
tographically Generated Addresses (CGAs). Privacy exten-

sions (as described in Draft Standard RFC 4941, September
2007) were designed with the intent of protecting IPv6

addresses that use SLAAC. CGAs(as described in Proposed
Standard RFC 4581, October 2006) were designed to

securely associate IPv6 addresses with public keys for use

with the Secure Neighbor Discovery protocol. This associa-
tion also hides the address of the packet source. Neither of

these schemes dynamically obscure addresses. Once an
addressis assigned, it remains constant, minimally, until the

network session is terminated. A third party monitoring the
connection can accomplish both address tracking andtraflic

correlation. These techniques also only obscure the source

address. MT6D not only rotates addresses multiple times
within a single session, but also does so for both the source

and destination addresses.
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System Overview
MT6D provides a means for hosts to communicate with

each other over the public Internet while maintaining ano-

nymity from targeting, tracking, and traffic correlation. The
system does this through tunneling IPv6 packets inside

“MT6D”packets. Both sender and receiver network and
transport layer addresses are dynamically obscured in the

new header created by MT6D. MT6D can also implement
packet encryption overthe entire tunneled packet to prevent

an attacker from analyzing the payloads or headerfields of

any collected packets.
MT6D rotates addresses based off a set of parameters

known only to the two communicating hosts. The pair of
communicating hosts is able to compute the synchronized

pairs of addresses without any external transmission. There-
fore, there is no requirementfor any sort of trust model that

extends beyond the communicating pair of nodes. MT6D

also has no need for communicating hosts to exchange
parameters prior to each communication session, meaning

that dynamic addresses cannot be linked to host identities. A
unique feature of MT6Dis that the dynamically obscured

addresses can change even in the middle ofongoing sessions
without breaking the connection or requiring a new hand-

shake. This feature allows addresses to change as often as

the security posture dictates rather than being constrained by
ongoing network sessions. FIG. 3A provides a simplified

example of what two hosts using MT6D over a network
might look like to an attacker verses what is actually

occurring as shown in FIG. 3B.
Attacker 310 witnesses network communications between

two subnets 330 and 335. To the attacker 310, network

packets seemsto traverse between multiple, unrelated hosts
340 and 345 over the Internet 320. The attacker 310 is

unable to distinguish the actual number of communicating
hosts nor the identities of the actual source and destination

hosts. This is because packets in a packet steam between

host 370 and host 375 have their addresses obscured by
MT6Ddevices 360 and 365. What appears to the attacker

310 as multiple, unrelated hosts 340 and 345is really only
two hosts 370 and 375.

Motivation
Wediscussed in the background section how SLAAChas

created serious privacy issues for IPv6 users. This is espe-

cially true since EUI-64 addresses provide third parties with
the ability to globally track users on the Internet. Address

tracking is not the only concern. Hosts are also susceptible
to traffic correlation, meaning that a third party can piece

together packets from multiple sessions to map human users
to networktraffic. These types of vulnerabilities, as well as

certain types of network attacks, are mitigated by MT6D.

MT6Dpreserves a host’s privacy in a number of ways.
First, MT6D dynamically obscures the sender and receiver

addresses. This prevents a third party from pinpointing the
identity of either communicating host. Since the third party

cannot identify the host, tracking is prevented. By tracking,
we mean, that a third party is capable of pinpointing the

geographic location of a node based on the network it

associates with. The dynamic obscuration of addresses also
prevents network traffic correlation. A third party may be

able to capture a few packets communicated between two
unknown hosts, but not enough to determine the nature of

the network traffic. Since both communicating host
addresses can change multiple times within the course of a

single session, a third party will be unableto link previously

captured packets with newly observed packets. Second, to
further hide the nature of networktraffic, each packet is, by

default, encrypted using a symmetric key shared only by the
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two communicating hosts. The incorporation of encryption
prevents any third party from using payload analysis in an

attempt to correlate network traflic.

Certain network attacks are prevented by MT6D due to
the nature of dynamically rotating network addresses. These

attacks include, but are not limited to, address-based denial
of service, replay, session hijacking, and man-in-the-middle

attacks. MT6D prevents these attacks by rotating the
addresses an attacker would useto target the victim. Each of

these attacks is accomplished by targeting a specific network

address. Whenthe host address changes, the targeted victim
disappears. The only way for the attacker to accomplish

these address-based attacks is by compromising the sym-
metric key shared by the communicating hosts. Even a key

compromise hasa limited window ofeffectiveness in MT6D
due to periodically changing symmetric keys. Application-

layer attacks, however, are not prevented since MT6D

operates at the networklayer.
Design

The Moving Target IPv6 Defense provides a means for
hosts to communicate with each other over the public

Internet while maintaining complete anonymity from track-
ing or traffic correlation. The system is comprised of three

main components. The first component dynamically

obscures the sender and receiver I[Ds. The second compo-
nent dynamically obscures the sender and receiver port

numbers. The third component dynamically obscures the
sender and receiver subnets.

The Moving Target IPv6 Defense dynamically obscures
network and transport layer addresses of packets to achieve

anonymity and protect against certain classes of network

attacks. The Sheymov reference, described above, also
dynamically obscures addresses. Sheymov focuses mainly

on intrusion protection while MT6D focuses on anonymity
as well as intrusion protection. Sheymov’s technique also

relies on a management unit to distribute obscured

addresses. MT6D hosts automatically configure obscured
addresses with no outside involvement.

The Fink reference, also described above, dynamically
obscures addresses using Adaptive Self-Synchronized

Dynamic Address Translation (ASD). This technique
requires hosts to negotiate a new symmetric key each time

an address changes. This technique wasbuilt offthe DYNAT

technique, described above. MT6D obscures based on a
nonce and can rotate addresses without re-authentication.

ASDalso relies on an enclave to issue addresses from a
preset pool. MT6D hosts do not rely on a specific pool of

addresses. Instead, they can use the entire subnet space to
generate addresses. Addresses are generated based on a set

of parameters such as MAC address, a symmetric key, and

a nonce derived from a timestamp. This provides more
entropy in address selection as well as more seamless

communications. None of these previous techniques
encrypts the packet payload. MT6D doessoto preventtraflic

correlation, which provides significantly improved anonym-
ity. In its preferred implementation, MT6D protects against

address tracking, traffic correlation, and certain classes of

network attacks. MT6D can be implemented embedded on
a host device or as a gateway device. Use of MT6D requires

negligible configuration and is transparent to applications
and hosts. It has numerous applications ranging from hosts

desiring to keep their locations private to hosts conducting
sensitive communications.

Dynamic Addressing

Dynamic addressing modifies the network-layer and
transport-layer addresses of the sender and receiver nonde-

terministically. MT6D is capable of dynamically changing
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these addresses to hide identifiable information about a host,
obscuring communicating hosts from any third-party host. A

key feature of MT6D is that this obscuration can be made

mid-session between two hosts without causing connection
reestablishment or breakdown.

Dynamic HD Obscuration
MT6D dynamically changes the IIDs of the sender and

receiver based on a changing value knownto both hosts. In
its preferred embodiment, the changing values are time

increments. The changing value is designed to vary over a

small enough time increment to prevent traflic correlation.
At each address change, the actual host IID is hashed with

a set of parameters to dynamically obscure the identity of the
host.

IID Computation
MT6D HDs are computed using three components

obscured by a function. The first component is a value

specific to an individual host (e.g. a MAC address). The
second componentis a secret (e.g. symmetric key) shared by

the sender and receiver. The third componentis a changing
value known by both parties (e.g. time). The only one of

these three values that must be kept secret is the shared
secret. The term “shared secret” means a previously agreed

upon information item (e.g. a symmetric key) shared only

between specific communicating hosts that is used in the ITD
computation. The function results in a 64-bit output used as

the MT6D HDandhasthe form:

Q)

where IID‘) represents the obscured IID for host x at a

particular instance i, IV, represents a value specific to the

individual host x, S represents the shared secret, and CV,
represents the changing value at instance i. The three com-

ponents are combined using an operation denoted by, *. The
64-bit function result is denoted by f{.},..

Onepossible implementation is computed using a host’s

EUI-64 IID, a shared symmetric key, and a timestamp.
These three values are concatenated and hashed. Theleft-

most 64 bits of the hash (bits 0-63) are used as the obscured
IID and has the form:

TD=f{IVAS*CV, }64

HID qy=H[HD,||Ksllt:]o-~63 (2)

where IID',,,, represents the obscured IID for host x at time

t,, IID,,represents the EUI-64 IID of host x, K, represents
the shared symmetric key, and t, represents the time at

instance i. The leftmost 64 bits of the hash value are denoted

by Hl-Jo6s-
Time Incrementation
Time T will incrementat t, intervals. The length of the

interval (e.g. t,,,-t,) depends on the level of obscurity

desired. Although it would be simple to set the rotation
interval as small as possible, the frequency at which t,

increments should be no smaller than twice the single-trip
time (2:‘STT) of a packet sent between a sender andreceiver.

It is necessary to have t,>(2-STT) in order for the sender of
the packetto be able to predict with reasonable accuracy the

value of t, when the receiver receives the packet. By making

the minimum rotation twice the STT, a packet created at the
end ofthe first STT can be sent using t,. A packet sent within

one STT ofthe next address rotation will be sent using the
t,,, address. This is to ensure that when the packet arrives at

the destination, the proper address is in use.
Timeintervals vary for each communicating addresspair.

Only the two hosts involved in a communication session can

predict their address rotation interval. The address rotation
interval is determined without the need for a handshake to

occur between the two communicating hosts.
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Varying address rotation intervals is done both from a

network management perspective and from a security and

privacy perspective. From a network managementperspec-
tive, varying address rotation times lessens the burden on
networking equipment. A large number of MT6D users on a

subnet, all changing addresses at the same time, has the
potential to place a burden on a router by forcing it to

simultaneously bind every new address. Varying the rotation
times of hosts using MT6D distributes the binding of new

addresses. From a security and privacy perspective, rotating

addresses unpredictably increases the difficulty a third party
has of identifying which hosts are using MT6D.If all hosts

using MT6D change addressesat the sametime, it is feasible
for an attacker to determine the number of hosts using

MT6Dbyobserving address changesat rotation times.
IPv6 Address Concatenation

The IPv6 address is formed by concatenating the host’s

subnet with IID',,,, as follows:

IP" ¢y~Subnet,ID'.¢)

IID Rotation

Hosts using MT6Dwill rotate to the next dynamic address
at every increment of t,. At each time increment, MT6D

recalculates both the sender and receiver network-layer and

transport-layer addresses of each communicating pair using
Equation 1. MT6D also purges the addresses for t,_, to

prevent any connection attempts from malicious third par-
ties. Purging past IIDs will also prevent replay attacks.

IID Notification and Lifetime
Each time a host recalculates its obscured IID, it must

notify the local gateway device of its new IPv6 address so

that packets can be properly forwarded. This notification
occurs through the use of NDP. The NDP serves two

purposes. First, Neighbor Solicitation and Advertisement
Messages verify the new address does not conflict with a

preexisting address on the subnet by performing DAD. The

second purposeis to ensure that the gateway device has the
new MT6D IPvé6 address for proper delivery of incoming

packets.
At any given time, gateway devices will maintain mul-

tiple IPv6 addresses that correlate with a single obscured
host. This is beneficial to minimize packet loss. Future

obscured IPv6 addresses are precalculated and advertised so

that gateway devices add the new host address to their
neighbor cache prior to packets arriving containing that

address. To accommodate this requirement, host x will
notify the gateway device of IP',,,,;) at timet,. Addresses for

previous time increments are purged from MT6Dtables to
prevent replay attempts. Purging must be done at the host

since previously discarded addresses will remain in the

gateway device’s neighbor cache until no response is
received after MAXUNICASTSOLICITsolicitations.

The host will store two obscured IPv6 address states. The
two states are IP’... and IP',,,,). The state IP',,, corre-

sponds to the current computed obscured IPv6 address. This
is considered the active state. The state IP",.,, corresponds

to the obscured IPv6 address that will be utilized at the next

time increment. Thestateat t,,, is stored but not used until
t, increments to the next timeinterval. It is precalculated to

verify the validity of IP',,,,,) within the subnetprior to time
t,. As already discussed,the state IP',,_,) 1s purged from the

host. Any packets delayed past the active state will be
discarded and handled according to the appropriate transport

layer protocol of the original packet. The frequency with

whicht, increments can be tuned to minimize packet loss due
to delay. It is worth noting that t, cannot be manipulated by

a third party without compromising a MT6D host.
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Dynamic Port Obscuration

In addition to dynamically obscuring IIDs, ports must also

be obscured. If port numbers are left unobscured, a third

party can use the port numbers of collected packets to

correlate the packets with one another. MT6D includes two

techniques to dynamically obscure the source and destina-

tion ports. The first technique allows the host to specify a
port address range that MT6D should use. The benefit of

specifying a port range is that MT6D can be configured to
use commontransport layer ports that more closely mimic

normal networktraffic. The second technique obscures port
numbers using a similar technique as that of the IID obscu-

ration in Equation 1. For example, obscured ports could

leverage the unusedbits of the hash calculation in Equation
2 as follows:

Sre_Port, —II[IIDg,_lKslltlllea—eo

Dest_Port, =H[MDpesdlKslea>o0

The source port, annotated by Sre_Port utilizes the next

16 bits of the source IID hash (bits 64-79) while the
destination port, annotated by Dest_Port,, utilizes bits 64-79

of the destination IID hash. The obscured port numbers are

used as the port numbers in the MT6D header. Since the
current implementation of MT6D encapsulates all packets

using the Unreliable Datagram Protocol (UDP), no other
transport-layer header fields need to be obscured. FIG. 4

illustrates the MT6D UDPheader.
Dynamic Subnet Obscuration

MT6D can support Dynamic Subnet Obscuration (DSO)

using encrypted tunnels between federated MT6D nodes.
This is achieved by nondeterministically routing packets

through trusted MT6D hosts. Each MT6D host that handles
the packet will compute a new DSO header for the packet.

By routing packets through other MT6D nodes it will be

difficult to trace the original packet from the source subnet
to the destination subnet. Since intermediate nodes are

chosen nondeterministically for each packet, unavailable
intermediate nodes do not break MT6D since they are

responsible for only a portion of the packets being sent
between the sender and receiver. With a connection-oriented

protocol, these packets will be retransmitted through differ-

ent intermediate nodes. DSO will incur additional latency
due to extra hops and processing imposed on each packet.

Subnet obscuration is useful, however, in sparsely populated
networks where sniffed traffic could assist a third party in

correlating network traffic. IPv6 destination options are used
to notify hosts that DSO is to occur.

MT6D Tunneling

Rather than rewriting each original packet using the
obscured IPv6 addresses of the sender and receiver, the

original packet is encapsulated in a MT6D tunnel. The
benefit ofretaining the original packetis that any established

end-to-end connections between the source and destination
are retained as well as any flags specific to that session. Not

only does the implementation of MT6D becometransparent

to the host, but also the MT6D connection can havedifferent
configuration settings.

A MT6D packet is formed byfirst removing the source
and destination addresses from the original packet. The

Ethernet frame is also removed to anonymize the MAC
addresses. This does not present an issue since it will be

reconstructed at the destination MT6D device. The entire

packet is then prepended with a MT6Dheaderas illustrated
in FIG. 5. The MT6D header is formed using the dynami-

cally obscured source and destination addresses discussed
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12
earlier in this section. The MT6D packetis also configured

to use a transport layer protocol that supports connectionless

communication.

In one implementation, each packet is encapsulated in

UDPto prevent TCP connection establishment and termi-

nation from occurring every time a MT6D addressrotates.

Encapsulating packets as UDP has a minimal effect on the

transport layer protocol of the original packet. Since trans-

port layer protocols are end-to-end, decapsulation will occur

before the host processesthe original packet. A session using

TCP will still exchange all required TCP-related informa-

tion. This information will simply be wrapped in a MT6D

UDPpacket. Additionally, any lost packets that were origi-

nally TCP will be retransmitted by the end host after a

retransmission timeout occurs.

Encrypted Tunnel

By default, MT6D encrypts each original packet before

appendingit with the MT6D header. An example of a MT6D

encrypted packet is shown in FIG. 6A. By encrypting the

original packet, a third party is unable to glean any useful

information from the packet. For example, if the original
packet is sent using TCP, the header gets encrypted so that

a third party cannot attemptto correlate networktraffic using

the TCP sequence numbers. Additionally, the nature of the
networktraffic is also kept private through encryption.

Anotherbenefit of encrypted tunnels is that hosts are able
to authenticate traffic to each other while still maintaining

their anonymity to any third party. Since the original authen-
ticated packets (see FIG. 7A) get encrypted using a sym-

metric key, a third party will be unable to detect that the

packets are authenticated (see FIG. 7B). Additionally, a third
party observer will glean no identifiable information about

the communicating hosts from captured packets.
Unencrypted Tunnel

MT6Dincludes the option to tunnel the original packets

unencrypted as illustrated in FIG. 6B. Since the source and
destination addresses are stripped from the original packet

header 620 (as shown by cross hatching 520 in FIG. 5),
address tracking is not feasible. Additionally, a third party is

unable to determine which two hosts are communicating.
Unencrypted tunnels do not, however, prevent traffic corre-

lation since the remainder of the original headers and

payloads stay intact. Traffic correlation does require deep
packet inspection because any relevant header fields are

embedded within the MT6D packet payload. Unencrypted
tunnels maybe preferred in environments where minimizing

computational expense is more important than preserving
privacy. Whether using encrypted or unencrypted tunnels,

protection from targeted network attacks is still preserved.

Symmetric Key Usage
Symmetric keys in MT6D are either preloaded,

exchanged out-of-band, or exchanged in-band. Ofthe three
techniques, in-band key exchange is the least preferred

becauseit is the most susceptible to eavesdropping. Eaves-
dropping on an in-band key exchange exposesthe real host

IPv6 addresses of the communicating hosts. We do not

attempt to solve key exchange issues, we only point out the
possible options for establishing keys. It is worth noting that

even if a malicious host learns a host’s real IPv6 address, he
or she cannot match observed MT6D packets to that par-

ticular host.
Periodically changing symmetric keys should be done to

prevent the possibility of key compromise. MT6D includes

a means to periodically generate new symmetric keys in-
band. This technique is referred to as in-band dynamic key

generation (i-DKG). The distinction between i-DKG and
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out-of-band dynamic key generation (o-DKG)is made since
users have the option to generate keys out of band on a

predetermined key schedule.

MT6Dhandles i-DKG throughthe use of IPv6 destination
options. New symmetric keys exchanged in-band of an

ongoing MT6Dsession do not expose hosts’ real addresses.
i-DKG information required to establish new symmetric

keys is embedded within normal network traffic between
two communicating hosts and is completely transparent to

the communicating hosts.

FIG. 11C illustrates the i-DKG exchange process. Prior
1153 to i-DKGinitialization 1183, Host A 1155 and Host B

1185 have i-DKGflags set to the initial state G@-DKG=0, as
shown in packets 1152 and 1182). At a predetermined time,

before the actual key change time 1158, Host A 1155
initiates i-DKG 1154 bysetting the i-DKG flag and using the

IPv6 destination options to transmit the information required

to establish a new symmetric key. Host B 1185 acknow!-
edges 1184 receipt of the new key. Since all i-DKG mes-

sages piggyback on normal packets exchanged between
Host A and Host B, it adds more assurance if Host A 1155

acknowledges 1156 receipt of Host B’s acknowledgement.
Host B 1185 then reverts back 1186 to its initial state

indicating that at key change time 1158, both hosts have the

new key. If either Host A 1155 or Host B 1185 miss an
i-DKG message (1154, 1184, 1156, 1186), both hosts revert

back to the initial state 1153 and begin again after a back-off
period. The old key is in use 1157 up until key change time

1158, and the new key is in use 1187 thereafter.
It should be noted that hosts need to share a key to

bootstrap the MT6D system. While the secure sharing of

keys is outside the scope of the problem MT6D addresses,
there are a few ways hosts can learn about other MT6D

hosts. For example, host pairs can pre-share keys before
using MT6D, either out-of-band (preferred) or in-band.

Either technique will provide security, privacy, and anonym-

ity. In-band, however, exposes the actual host addresses
during key establishment. By doing that, the attacker is

aware that, at some point, host A will talk to host B. The
attacker does not know whenthis will occur, nor can he/she

be sure that observed packets can be tied to either host. For
an organization using MT6D,it is feasible for them to run a

key distribution system that stores keys. Users can log into

the server to get keys.
Architecture

The architecture for a single MT6D hostis illustrated in
FIG.8. The architecture at the other end of the MT6Dtunnel

mirrors FIG. 8. MT6Dis designedto be virtually transparent
to the user. Each packet is encapsulated by the sender and

sent to the internal MT6D Network Interface Controller

(NIC) 810. This NIC can be a physical NIC, when MT6Dis
implemented in a separate device, or a virtual NIC, when

implemented in software on the host. The internal NIC
directs all incoming packets to the MT6D encapsulator 820.

The MT6D encapsulator 820, whose logical flow is
shown in FIG. 9, transmits all outbound packets. Upon

receipt of a packet, the encapsulator checks 910 to see if a

MTSDprofile exists for the sender/receiver pair. The encap-
sulator maintainsa table of all valid MT6D destinations that

a sendertrusts. These entries are referred to as profiles. Each
profile includes the shared symmetric key that is valid

between the host and each receiver. If no profile exists, the
packet is treated as non-MT6Dtraflic, also referred to as

unsupported traffic 825. Unsupported traffic 825 is either

blocked (for more secure operations) or immediately for-
warded to the nearest gateway device. It may be necessary

to allow unsupportedtraffic to facilitate communication with
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hosts that do not use MT6D (e.g. some webservers). Packets
that match profiles have the source and destination network

addresses removed 920 in the packet header. They are then

checked 930 to see if encryption is desired. Encryption is
optional and is used 940 to protect against traffic correlation

or to hide authenticated traffic. Whether the packet is
encrypted or not, the next step is to check 950 to see if the

packet is using DSO.Ifit is, then the packetis tunneled 960
using a DSO header. Otherwise, the packet is placed inside

a MT6Dtunnel 970 as depicted in FIG. 5. Thefinal step is

to pass the packet to the external NIC 830 by transmitting it
980. The external NIC 830, like the internal NIC 810, can be

either a hardware or a virtual NIC.
The MT6D decapsulator 840, whose logical flow is

shown in FIG.10, receivesall inbound packets. Each packet
is received by the external NIC 830 and checked 1010 for a

MTSDprofile. Those packets that do not match profiles are

considered unsupported 845 andeither blocked or delivered
immediately to the host 1080 (depending on the security

level of the host). Packets that match MT6Dprofiles have
the tunnel headerstripped off 1020, and are checked 1030 to

see ifthe packet is using DSO.Ifthe header is a DSO header,
the packet is redirected (as shown at 1040 and 850) to the

encapsulator 820 where it can be forwarded to the next DSO

hostor its final destination. If the packet is at its destination
host, it is decrypted 1060 if necessary 1050. The source and

destination addresses are then rewritten 1070 to the original
packet header, and the packet is delivered 1080 to the host

via the internal NIC 810.
Flow

FIG. 11A illustratesthe flow of a single MT6D host. Each

MT6D host runs two concurrent processes. One process
1110 controls the generation and advertisement of IPv6

addresses. The other process 1130 listens for and handles
packets. Both processes rely on a threadsafe shared memory

resource, which we refer to as the Shared Routing Table

(SRT) 1125. When MT6Dis initialized 1100, it will typically
synchronize its clock 1105 with a universal time server. The

purpose of this time sync is to allow t, to be as small as
possible while minimizing packetloss.

Werefer to the process 1110 that generates and advertises
IPv6 addresses as the address obscurer. This is the process

on the left side of FIG. 11A. The address obscurer is used to

supply obscured IPv6 addresses to the SRT 1125. Thefirst
step of the address obscureris to initialize the SRT 1125. For

initialization, it is necessary to compute and store entries
1112 for the current and next time increments for all sender/

receiver profiles. The MT6Dhost will also advertise 1114its
MT6Dsource addressesfor each profile entry to the external

network using NDP. After the SRTis initialized, the address

obscurer will wait 1120 for the next time increment. When
t, increments, the current MT6D addresses are overwritten

1122 by the future MT6D addresses and new future MT6D
addresses are calculated 1116 and stored in the SRT 1125.

The new future MT6Dsource addressesare again advertised
1118 to the gateway devices.

The listener process 1130 continually listens 1132 for

packets. Each time a packet is detected 1134, a sub-process,
called a packet handler 1140, is spawned 1136. The packet

handler 1140 first determines 1142 whether the packet is
outbound or inbound. Outbound packets are sent to the

encapsulator (see FIG. 9) for obscuration 1145 and trans-
mission 1147. The encapsulator 820 fetches the MT6D

addresses and symmetric key from the SRT 1125 to use in

constructing the MT6D packet. Inbound packets are sent to
the decapsulator (see FIG. 10) for processing 1146 and

transmission. If the packet is using DSO 1148, the packetis
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redirected to the encapsulator and retransmitted. Otherwise,
the decapsulator fetches the original addresses and symmet-

ric key from the SRT 1125 and delivers 1150 the packet to

the host.
The SRT is a shared storage resource. It is shared by both

the address obscurer and the listener. Its purpose is to
provide a central storage location for IPv6 addresses and

symmetric keys. At all times, the SRT stores addresses for
both t, and t,,,. Expired addresses are purged from the SRT.

Aconceptual view ofhow the invention operates is shown

in FIG. 11B.For packet 1161 originating at Host A 1160, the
invention implemented by MT6D 1170 changes address A to

address S and address B to address T, which is how the
packet is viewed as traffic (1174, 1176) over Internet 1175

within the MT6D secured communication zone 1173 before
the addresses are changed back to address A and address B

by MT6D 1180 for receipt 1191 by Host B 1190. For packet

1193 originating at Host B 1190, the invention implemented
by MT6D 1180 changes address B to address X and address

A to address Y, which is how the packet is viewedas traffic
(1174, 1176) over Internet 1175 within the MT6D secured

communication zone 1173 before the addresses are changed
back to address B and address A by MT6D 1170 for receipt

1163 by Host A 1160. Assumingt, has incremented between

packets 1161 and 1191, address pair <Y,X> will be different
from address pair <S,T>.

Similarly, for packet 1165 originating at Host A 1160, the
invention implemented by MT6D 1170 changes address A to

address G and address B to address H, which is how the
packet is viewed as traffic (1174, 1176) over Internet 1175

within the MT6D secured communication zone 1173 before

the addresses are changed back to address A and address B
by MT6D 1180for receipt 1195 by Host B 1190. For packet

1197 originating at Host B 1190, the invention implemented
by MT6D 1180 changes address B to address M and address

A to address N, which is how the packet is viewedastraffic

(1174, 1176) over Internet 1175 within the MT6D secured
communication zone 1173 before the addresses are changed

back to address B and address A by MT6D 1170 for receipt
1167 by Host A 1160. As before, address pair <G,H> differs

from address pair <Y,X>, and address pair <N,M> differs
from address pair <G,H>if t, has incremented in the respec-

tive intervals.

Implementation
The two most common implementations of MT6D are

either as embedded software on the host or as a separate
gateway device. Both implementations adopt a trust model

that assumes trust only between the sender andreceiver. In
a trust model where all insiders are trusted, the gateway

implementation can be expandedto the borderof a trusted

network.
Embedded Software

One possible implementation of MT6D is to embedit
onto the host device 1210 for use over a network 1220 as

illustrated in FIG. 12A. This option has a number of advan-
tages. The biggest advantage is mobility. By hosting MT6D

on the host device, MT6D can be implemented on handheld

devices. Another advantage is cost. Since MT6Dis loaded
directly onto the host device, there is no requirement to

purchase additional hardware. By having MT6D onthe host
device, managing the configuration is also easier. There is no

need to transfer keys or preferences to a separate device.
Gateway Device

Implementing MT6D on aseparate gateway device, as

shown in FIG. 12B, is another option. An MT6D gateway
1240 is transparent to the user on host device 1230 for use

over a network 1250. All a user has to do to use the MT6D
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gateway 1240 is plugit in and connect network cables. This
is especially useful if the user has devices running different

operating systems. In this configuration, MT6D is platform

independent. Probably the biggest advantage of implement-
ing MT6D in a gateway device 1240 is that the computa-

tional complexity of using MT6Dis offloaded to the MT6D
gateway.

As mentioned, MT6D can be implemented on a border
device in a trusted environment. Implementing MT6D in

this fashion mimics a Virtual Private Network (VPN). The

main difference, which is an improvement overtraditional
VPNs,is that addresses sent over the external network are

constantly rotating. There are two benefits to implementing
MT6Din this fashion over the already stated benefits of a

gateway implementation. First, internal hosts can commu-
nicate internally without any performance degradation. Sec-

ond, network administrators can manageinternalhostactivi-

ties, which would be obscured in a host-based MT6D
implementation.

While compromise of user privacy from host configura-
tion of Internet addresses under IPv6 prompted development

of the present invention, the protection offered by the
invention can extend to any network protocol.

While the invention has been described in terms of

preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will recog-
nize that the invention can be practiced with modification

within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
The invention claimedis:

1. A method for obscuring network and transport layer
addresses in communication between two hosts, comprising:

rotating host portions of packet addresses based upon a

frequently changing nonce known only to the two
communicating hosts; and

dynamically obscuring port numbers of sending and
receiving hosts.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising encrypting

each packet using a symmetric key knownonly by the two
communicating hosts.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the packet addressis
obscured with a set of parameters when the nonce changes.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the packet address for
a host is computed by a functional combination of three

values:

a value specific to the host;
a secret value known only to the two communicating

hosts; and
the value of the changing nonce when the packetis sent.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the secret value is a
symmetric key.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the changing nonceis

derived from a timestamp.
7. The method of claim 4 wherein the functional combi-

nation is obtained by concatenating the three values and
hashing the concatenation.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein each host is able to
predict packet addresses being used by the other communi-

cating host without handshaking.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein an address rotation
interval is no smaller than twice the single-trip time of a

packet sent between the two hosts.
10. The method of claim 2 wherein the symmetric key is

dynamically regenerated.
11. A system for obscuring network and transport layer

addresses in communication between two hosts, the system

comprising processors connected to computer readable stor-
age media having instructions which, when executed by the

processors, cause the processors to:
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rotate host portions of packet addresses based upon a

frequently changing nonce known only to the two

communicating hosts; and

dynamically obscure port numbers of sending and receiv-

ing hosts,

wherein the processors and computer readable storage

media are part of the two communicating hosts, gate-

way devices, or a combination of hosts and gateway

devices.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the instructions,
when executed by the processors, further cause the proces-

sors to encrypt each packet using a symmetric key shared by
the two communicating hosts.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the packet address is
obscured with a set of parameters when the nonce changes.

14. The system of claim 11 wherein the packet address for

a host is computed by a functional combination of three
values:

a value specific to the host;
a secret value known only to the two communicating

hosts; and

the value of the changing nonce whenthe packet is sent.
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15. The system of claim 14 wherein the secret value is a

symmetric key.

16. The system of claim 14 wherein the changing nonce

is derived from a timestamp.
17. The system of claim 14 wherein the functional com-

bination is obtained by concatenating the three values and
hashing the concatenation.

18. The system of claim 11 wherein each host is able to
predict packet addresses being used by the other communi-

cating host without handshaking.

19. The system of claim 11 wherein an address rotation
interval is no smaller than twice the single-trip time of a

packet sent between the two hosts.
20. The system of claim 12 wherein the symmetric keyis

dynamically regenerated.
21. The method of claim 1, further comprising dynami-

cally masking the subnets of the communicating hosts.

22. The system of claim 11, wherein said instructions,
when executed by the processors, further cause the proces-

sors to dynamically mask the subnets of the communicating
hosts.


